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As part of their ongoing relationship with the St. Louis Holocaust Museum, Advertisers 
Printing looked to raise both museum awareness and donor growth with a targeted 
direct mail campaign. The Holocaust museum wanted to try something different to 
see how the results would turn out. After diligent planning, it was decided to use 
Advertisers Connects Omnichannel Software in hopes of meeting the Holocaust 
Museums goal. Below are the results.

HM had a set goal of $18-million dollars which meant a large-scale direct mail 
campaign was ready to be planned and put into action. Advertisers Printing worked 
with the museum to design a highly targeted direct mail campaign of 117,000 pieces to 
potential donors. The first 2 drops were sent to 117,000 recipients to build awareness. 
The 3rd drop & 4th drops were sent to the leads generated from the Advertisers 
Connects Software in hopes of ramping up donations. The total investment was 
$88,275 ($55,650 for printing and $32,625 for postage). 

The total amount raised to date is $21-million dollars (with more donations still rolling 
in) thanks to a 15% engagement with the direct mail piece. That’s $3,000,000 more the 
original goal and a return on their original investment of 33.98x’s the total investment 
price. To say that the total investment enjoyed a successful ROI is an understatement!

the goal

Shattering the Fundraising Goal

Raise
$18,000,000+ 

Total Pieces Mailed
260,000

(4 mail drops)

Total Investment
$88,275 ($55,650

for printing & $32,625
for postage)

The Result
$21,000,000+ raised

(and donations
keep coming in)

roi
The additional $3,000,000 

raised paid for the total 
investment of the 

campaign 33x’s over



One of the best features of using Advertisers Connects is the real time data collected 
from the campaign dashboard.

Total Displays 2,651,013
7,152Total Engagements

Total Calls 55
18,572Total Leads Gathered

Data Gathered

HM Manager of Communications and social media for the Holocaust Museum says 
they were thrilled with the results. “Advertisers Printing was a great partner for us in 
our direct mail campaign, from idea conception to astonishing end results.” 
They added the final result was “much better than we expected!”

The donations that resulted from the direct mail campaign will allow the museum to 
continue its unique mission of preserving the memory of the Holocaust and educating 
about its causes.

Put the power of Connects to work on your next campaign. Contact Advertisers today 
on how we can make your direct mail more effective!

Client Reaction Revealed


